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Abstract—While many HPC applications are known to have
long runtimes, this is not always because of single large runs:
in many cases, this is due to ensembles composed of many
short runs (runtime in the order of minutes). When each such
run needs to checkpoint frequently (e.g. adjoint computations
using a checkpoint interval in the order of milliseconds), it is
important to minimize both checkpointing overheads at each
iteration, as well as initialization overheads. With the rising
popularity of GPUs, minimizing both overheads simultaneously
is challenging: while it is possible to take advantage of efficient
asynchronous data transfers between GPU and host memory,
this comes at the cost of high initialization overhead needed
to allocate and pin host memory. In this paper, we contribute
with an efficient technique to address this challenge. The key
idea is to use an adaptive approach that delays the pinning
of the host memory buffer holding the checkpoints until all
memory pages are touched, which greatly reduces the overhead
of registering the host memory with the CUDA driver. To this
end, we use a combination of asynchronous touching of memory
pages and direct writes of checkpoints to untouched and touched
memory pages in order to minimize end-to-end checkpointing
overheads based on performance modeling. Our evaluations show
a significant improvement over a variety of alternative static
allocation strategies and state-of-art approaches.

Index Terms—GPU checkpointing, multi-level caching, fast
initialization

I. INTRODUCTION

High-Performance Computing (HPC) applications produce
massive amounts of distributed intermediate data during their
execution that needs to be checkpointed concurrently in real-
time at scale. This is a fundamental I/O pattern used in a wide
range of scenarios [1]: fault tolerance based on checkpoint-
restart, producer-consumer patterns in workflows (e.g., offline
or in-situ analytics), reproducibility (validation of intermediate
states in addition to end results), etc.

One such popular scenario is the use of checkpointing for
the purpose of revisiting previous states in order to advance a
computation. For example, the adjoint state method is an effi-
cient numerical method to compute the gradient that is widely
employed by automatic differentiation (AD) tools [2], [3] and
used in a variety of scientific applications: climate and ocean
modeling [4], multi-physics [5], seismic imaging in the oil
industry [6], etc. Deep learning (DL) techniques are also based
on AD and often paired with stochastic gradient descent [7].
They involve two phases: a forward pass, during which a large
number of intermediate checkpoints are produced, followed by

a backward pass, during which the checkpoints are consumed
in reverse order.

With the growing popularity of accelerators, in particular
GPUs, adjoint computations make progress quickly. For ex-
ample, reverse time migration (RTM), a seismic imaging ap-
plication popular in the oil industry, involves large ensembles
of many short-lived adjoint computations, each of which often
runs for a few minutes or tens of seconds. During this time,
each adjoint computation needs to capture/restore checkpoints
during the forward/backward pass at high frequency, which is
often in the order of milliseconds and involves large data sizes
in the order of hundreds of MB. At these time scales, even one-
time operations like allocating a buffer to store the checkpoints
can introduce significant initialization overheads. The problem
is further complicated by the need co-locate and run many
such short-lived adjoint computations on powerful HPC nodes
that feature a large number of GPUs. In this case, even if
each adjoint computation manages its own buffer, allocations
happen concurrently and introduce competition for resources,
which further amplifies the initialization overhead.

Even if it was possible to make GPU memory allocation
overheads negligible, GPUs have limited memory capacity,
therefore it is typically not feasible to store the checkpoints
in GPU memory exclusively. In this case, it is possible to use
a simple solution like Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) [8],
which enables applications to allocate a large host buffer that
can be directly accessed both by GPUs and CPUs using trans-
parent on-demand paging. However, despite growing popular-
ity, such an approach not only has high initialization overheads
(further amplified by competition between multiple GPUs for
host memory), but it also causes significant I/O performance
degradation due to on-demand paging. Another solution is
to adopt state-of-art multi-level checkpointing strategies that
leverage heterogeneous node-local storage tiers (e.g., a GPU
memory buffer acting as a cache for a large host memory
buffer) to flush and prefetch checkpoints to/from slower tiers
asynchronously using explicit data movements [9]. Using this
approach, a large part of the data movements between the
storage tiers can be overlapped with the computations, which
greatly reduces the I/O overheads associated with writing and
reading checkpoints during the forward and backward pass.

However, state-of-art checkpointing approaches are not
designed for short-lived jobs and incur huge initialization



overheads. For example, to enable efficient data movements
between the GPU and host memory that progress at full
bandwidth, the host buffer needs to be registered with the
GPU driver, which in turn triggers an allocation and pinning
of physical memory pages. This can be orders of magnitude
slower than the read/write bandwidth to the GPU memory
(e.g., for an NVIDIA DGX A100 node, host memory reg-
istration bandwidth 3 GB/s, while GPU read/write memory
bandwidth is 500 GB/s). Therefore, before optimizations like
asynchronous caching and prefetching can take advantage of
the full I/O bandwidth, the full initialization cost needs to be
paid upfront. With this cost in the order or tens of seconds,
which is similar in duration to the runtime, it does not justify
the benefits for short-lived jobs.

In this paper we address the problem of reducing ini-
tialization overheads for multi-level checkpointing strategies
of short-lived adjoint computations. Our goal is to avoid
paying a high initialization cost upfront, while at the same
time maintain a high I/O bandwidth for checkpoint/restore
both during the forward and backward pass. To this end, we
introduce an adaptive allocation strategy that works as follows.
First, it allocates the GPU cache incrementally by relying on
the low-level VMM operations to overlap registration with
read/write operations. This reduces the GPU cache initial-
ization overheads. Second, it delays the registration of the
host buffer (which cannot happen incrementally) and allows
data transfers between the GPU and host memory to progress
immediately at reduced I/O bandwidth, while concurrently
touching the pages of the host buffer in an opportunistic
fashion in the background, which forces an allocation of
the physical pages in advance, thereby greatly reducing the
subsequent registration overhead once all pages were touched.

Given that multiple adjoint computations on different GPUs
compete for host memory bandwidth, a key challenge our
proposal addresses is how to decide when to allow checkpoint
flushes/prefetches to untouched pages and when to touch pages
in advance, such as to optimize the overall I/O throughput. We
summarize our contributions as follows:

• We formulate the problem of multi-level checkpoint-
ing for short-lived adjoint computations that combine a
small GPU cache and a large host memory buffer to
checkpoint/restore large amounts of data at high fre-
quency (§ II).

• We propose a series of design principles for multi-level
checkpointing that avoid high initialization overheads
incurred upfront through a combination of several key
ideas: incremental GPU cache allocation, opportunistic
touching of the memory pages of the host buffer, con-
currency control to optimize competition between oppor-
tunistic touching and reads/writes to memory, delayed
registration of the host buffer (§ IV-A).

• We illustrate these design principles as an extension
to VELOC [9], a production-ready HPC multi-level
checkpoint-restart library. In this context, we take advan-
tage of CUDA-enabled GPUs to enable low-level GPU
cache and host buffer memory management (§ IV-C).

• We evaluate our proposal in a series of experiments
conducted on a multi-GPU Nvidia DGX-A100 platform.
Compared with existing state-of-art multi-level check-
pointing approaches and UVM, our proposal reduces the
combined checkpoint/initialization overheads by orders
of magnitude in a variety of synthetic scenarios and
traces of a real-time HPC applications: RTM (reverse time
migration), a seismic imaging application used in the oil
and gas industry (§ V).

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We formulate the problem of reducing initialization over-
heads for multi-level checkpointing strategies of short-lived
adjoint computations as follows. Consider an HPC node con-
sisting of N GPUs, each of which is equipped with high-
bandwidth memory (HBM, also known as device memory)
and main memory (host memory). N independent, short-lived
adjoint computations Pi are started simultaneously, each on
a dedicated GPU. For each process Pi, a fraction of the
device and host memory is reserved as cache and host buffer
respectively (there are N independent host buffers that are not
shared between the GPUs).

Each adjoint computation takes tiinit time to initialize its
device buffer and host buffer. Then, it produces K checkpoints
during the forward pass using a multi-level checkpointing
library. This works as follows: each checkpoint is stored to
the device cache (by creating a blocking copy of the GPU
data structures that are part of the checkpoint), then it is
flushed asynchronously from the device cache to the host
buffer in the background (using the FIFO order), while the
application continues running. If the device cache cannot store
a new checkpoint, then the oldest checkpoints are evicted until
enough room for the new checkpoint becomes available. An
eviction blocks the application until the corresponding flush to
the host memory is complete. During the backward pass, the
checkpoints are restored in reverse order. To reduce the read
latency perceived by the application, consumed checkpoints
are discarded from the device cache and the free space is
used to prefetch checkpoints from the host buffer to the device
cache in advance. Under ideal circumstances this blocks the
application only for the duration of a device-to-device copy
(from the device cache to the GPU data structures).

Our goal is to minimize the time spent during initialization
and the time spent blocking during checkpoint operations
(forward pass) and restore operations (backward pass) for
the whole group of N adjoint computations. This goal is
subject to several constraints: (1) checkpoints cannot be
evicted before the device cache has been fully initialized and
filled, which avoids trashing during the backward pass by
limiting competition between pending flushes and prefetches;
(2) the host buffer cannot be registered incrementally because
DMA transfers from two contiguous but separately pinned
memory regions are not supported by modern GPU drivers
(e.g. NVIDIA).



III. RELATED WORK

Memory allocation libraries: Allocating large chunks
of memory have been well studied in the past [10]–[17]
that optimize various aspects of memory allocation such as
fragmentation, allocation-latency, lightweight reclamation of
free memory, physical memory consumption, lock-free al-
location, and scalability. SuperMalloc [17] outperforms the
state-of-the-art allocation techniques such as Hoard [14] and
JEmalloc [12] by up to 3× by allocating larger chunks of
2MiB that contain homogeneous sized objects. Hoard [14] uses
a global and per-process heap to bound the memory consump-
tion for producer-consumer based applications. JEMalloc [12],
SFMalloc [16], and TCMalloc [13], McRT-malloc [15] are
general purpose memory allocators that outperfom the default
Linux allocator for use cases such as frequent malloc/free
pattern, multi-threaded applications running at scale, and trans-
actional memory accesses. However, none of these studies
focus on aggressively allocating physical memory for latency-
critical applications, that are committed to using the entire
memory in the future. Additionally, our approach optimizes
both allocating and pinning the memory for future accesses.

HPC Checkpoint-Restart: Checkpoint-restart techniques
are traditionally used in for fault-tolerance on HPC infrastruc-
tures. Transparent fault tolerance approaches (DMTCP [18],
BLCR [19]) automatically capture the full state of a group
of process, at the expense of generating a large checkpoint
sizes that cannot be used for any other purpose than resum-
ing the process execution. Application-level fault tolerance
approaches (FTI [20], SCR [21]) rely on the application to
define critical data structures, which are checkpointed and
restored using multi-level checkpointing strategies. Some ap-
proaches such as VELOC [22] specialize on asynchronous
multi-level checkpointing, which enables many use cases
beyond resilience, including the scenario targeted in this
paper. Checkpoint-restore techniques have been extended to
GPUs, both for fault-tolerance [23]–[28] and workload mi-
gration [24], [29]. System-level checkpointing libraries such
as NVCR [24] and CheCUDA [23], transparently record and
replay the memory based CUDA APIs for checkpointing
and restoring. Approaches such as CheckFreq [30], GPU-
snapshot [31] and Multi-layered Buffered System [32] also
exploit heterogeneous storage tiers. However, none of these
approaches consider short-running jobs, for which the impact
of initialization overheads is non-negligible.

Data movement engines: Data staging solutions such as
Stacker [33], DataStager [34], DataSpaces [35], Data Eleva-
tor [36], and TRIO [37] have been proposed to mitigate the I/O
overheads of interacting with remote storage repositories such
as parallel file systems and object stores by using intermediate
caching layers, both node-local (e.g., DRAM, SSDs) and
remote (e.g., burst buffers). However, such data services have
no support (or limited support) for GPUs and typically rely
on the applications to explicitly allocate a staging buffer on
the host memory and move the data to/from it.

To our best knowledge, we are the first to consider the

problem of optimizing asynchronous multi-level checkpointing
for short-running jobs with high-frequency checkpoint require-
ments for which initialization overheads cannot simply be
amortized over the total runtime.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Design principles

Incremental GPU cache allocation using low-level GPU
Virtual Memory Management (VMM) to avoid GPU ini-
tialization delays: High bandwidth device memory allocation
and preparation on GPUs (i.e., all steps needed to access the
memory at full I/O bandwidth) is generally a lightweight,
single operation. For example, NVIDIA A100 GPUs can
allocate and prepare a cache in excess of 1.4 TB/s using a
single API call. However, this bandwidth does not scale with
an increasing number of concurrent allocation requests, even if
the applications issuing them are unrelated and run on separate
GPUs. This happens because of synchronization needed in
the GPU driver to coordinate memory-related book-keeping
across the GPUs. As a consequence, even a few concurrent
allocation requests are enough to slow down the allocation
bandwidth below the read/write bandwidth. To address this
issue, modern GPU drivers expose a low-level GPU VMM
manipulation API in the same spirit as the mmap Linux kernel
system call: first a device memory region can be reserved
in advance at negligible overhead, then parts of it can be
mapped to physical memory pages later. We leverage this
approach to propose an incremental device cache allocation
strategy that avoids large initial allocations suffering from
concurrency bottlenecks. Specifically, we reserve the whole
device cache from the beginning, but then map the contiguous
chunks of the device cache to physical pages asynchronously
in a background. Meanwhile, any reads and writes to the GPU
cache are permitted, as long as they refer to the mapped
region, which in turn is atomically extended as soon as the
next chunk finished being mapped in the background. Since
evictions are not allowed before the device cache has been
fully allocated, writes may block waiting for new chunks to
be mapped. However, in practice, the reads and writes may
progress at different rates on different GPUs, which means
incremental allocations become staggered and therefore do not
suffer from concurrency bottlenecks, which effectively reduces
the overall device cache allocation overheads.

Opportunistic touching of host buffer virtual pages to
force allocation of physical pages in advance: Unfortunately,
as mentioned in Section II, a similar incremental approach
cannot be used for host buffer allocation and preparation, as
this involves registering a single contiguous memory region
with the GPU driver, which in turn reserves and pins physical
memory pages on the host side. To circumvent this issue,
we leverage the fact that the operating system reserves and
maps physical memory pages to virtual memory pages as
soon as they are touched, and it is unlikely for these pages to
get swapped if the memory utilization is below the physical
capacity. In fact, a majority of the registration overhead
is related to reserving and mapping the physical memory



pages, while pinning them incurs a much smaller overhead.
As a consequence, we propose to reduce the registration
overhead by delaying the registration until all pages have been
touched. Specifically, we start by allocating the host buffer
using a regular mmap that requests huge pages (to reduce
the number of page table entries) and that typically has a
negligible overhead. Then, we allow checkpoint flushes from
the device cache to the host buffer to proceed immediately
without registration, which is much slower than flushes to
registered host memory (e.g., 3 GB/s vs. 12 GB/s on an
NVIDIA A100 GPU). However, at the same time, the pages
that are not involved in flushes are touched asynchronously
in the background. Touching can be achieved by writing a
single byte, which has negligible overhead in itself but triggers
the reservation and set up of the memory pages in advance,
which under the right circumstances can be overlapped with
the flushes and therefore their overhead can be masked. In
addition to enabling a faster registration after all pages have
been touched, this approach also speeds up flushes before
the memory registration, because writes to untouched memory
pages need to pay the preparation overhead on-demand. This
speed-up can be significant: for example, on a NVIDIA A100
GPU, the write bandwidth increases from 3 GB/s (untouched
pages) to 6 GB/s (touched pages). Thus, our approach manages
to keep initial flush throughput high while at the same time
eliminating a majority of the registration overhead.

Concurrency control to optimize competition between
flushes and opportunistic page touching: It is important to
note that asynchronous opportunistic page touching competes
for host memory bandwidth with the checkpoint flushes. Thus,
the touch throughput and flush throughput are both slower
when they progress concurrently compared to the case when
they progress sequentially. This introduces a trade-off: if
we allow asynchronous touches to share the host memory
bandwidth with the checkpoint flushes, then more pages will
be touched during one iteration, which allows flushes in the
next iteration to progress faster. At the same time, flushes
in the current iteration will be slower. To address this issue,
we propose two alternative strategies. First, consider a simple
decoupled producer-consumer strategy in which the producer
touches the pages is ascending order, while the consumer
concurrently flushes to touched pages. Second, based on the
observation that a checkpoint flush does not necessarily need
to wait until all host pages involved in its transfer have been
touched, we introduce an alternative strategy pauses touches
during flushes and resumes them when the host memory band-
width is idle (which can happen if the flushes are faster than
the computations performed during each iteration). Depending
on the duration of the computations, host memory throughput
under concurrency, and flush pattern under concurrency from
multiple GPUs (flushes may be staggered and involve different
checkpoint sizes), we can select one or the other strategy. We
illustrate these concurrency control techniques and resulting
interactions between the device cache and host buffer in
greater detail in Section IV-B.

Device  
cache full
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(C) Sequential touch and flush 

(B) Concurrent touch and flush
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Fig. 1: Comparative illustration of the interactions between the device
cache and the host buffer

Serialized registration of host buffers to avoid competi-
tion for pinning physical memory pages on the host: We run
independent adjoint computations on each GPU, each of which
manage their own host buffer. However, even so, when the
adjoint computations exhibit similar behavior patterns (which
is often the case in ensembles), it is likely that multiple host
buffer registration requests happen simultaneously. Unfortu-
nately, a registration blocks not only device-to-host transfers,
but also device-to-device transfers, which essentially means
neither the device cache, not the host buffer are available
during host memory registration. Furthermore, competition for
pinning physical memory pages leads to a dramatic slow-down
of the registration. Therefore, left to compete naturally for
registering host buffers, the application processes end up slow-
ing each other down by simultaneously pausing flushes and
opportunistic touching unnecessarily. As a consequence, we
propose a coordinated approach that serializes the registration
of the host buffers in a round-robin fashion. Specifically, only
one GPU is allowed to register its host buffer at any given time,
while the rest continue flushing to unregistered memory pages
until their turn arrives (even if all pages have been touched).
While this approach favors some GPUs over others, overall it
leads to lower overheads for the whole group.

B. Interactions between the device cache and host buffer

In this section, we focus on the interactions between the de-
vice cache and the host buffer for the two concurrency control
strategies introduced above, in comparison with a traditional



solution that pays the initialization overheads in advance.
We assume a traditional adjoint computation in which each
iteration consists of a computation followed by capturing a
checkpoint (forward pass) or restoring a checkpoint (backward
pass). Furthermore, we assume the device cache is not large
enough to hold all checkpoints, which means it gets filled and
triggers the registration of the host buffer before the forward
pass is complete. Therefore, we do not study the backward
pass as it operates on a registered host buffer and does not
differ from a standard multi-level prefetching strategy.

Specifically, Figure 1 depicts three approaches: (A) standard
allocation and pinning, which corresponds to a traditional
solution: in this case, at the end of the first iteration, when
the first checkpoint is requested, the application blocks until
the device cache and host buffer is fully allocated and prepared
(i.e., host pages are mapped and pinned). Later, all device-to-
host flushes proceed at full speed. Next, (B) concurrent touch
and flush corresponds to the decoupled producer-consumer
strategy that allows opportunistic touches to compete with
the flushes for host memory bandwidth. In this case, no
initialization overhead is paid in advance. Flushes take longer
than in the case of the standard approach, both because they
involve writes to touched but unregistered memory pages
and because they are subject to competition with concurrent
touching of the memory pages. Eventually, after the device
cache is fully touched, the host buffer is registered signifi-
cantly faster as this operation only has to pin the physical
pages. Finally, (C) sequential touch and flush alternates be-
tween flushing and touching pages to address the situation
when competition between touching and flushing is counter-
productive. Specifically, the memory pages are touched only
during “idle” intervals that start when the flushing of the
checkpoint corresponding to the previous iteration finished
and that end when the current iteration finished. Eventually
this may lead to an accumulation of untouched, unregistered
pages that are directly written to.

C. Implementation details

We implemented the mentioned design principles and per-
formance model as an extension of VELOC [9], a production-
ready, multi-level checkpointing user-space runtime. As de-
picted in Figure 2 during the initialization, VELOC Init, step,
child threads are spawned for initializing device and host
buffer, and performing asynchronous transfers between the
device and the host buffer. The device cache thread first
allocates the entire cache using cuMemAddressReserve,
and then incrementally maps the virtual allocation of the cache
to physical HBM memory by using cuMemMap calls. Finally,
the access to the mapped regions can be enabled for a given
to peer GPUs (if required) using cuMemSetAccess API.
Similarly, the host buffer allocation thread first allocates the
virtual memory for the cache using malloc call, and later
incrementally touches the cache, either using memset or
setting the first bit of every page, which is enough to generate
a physical mapping for the entire page. Once the entire host
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Fig. 2: VELOC memory mapping and checkpointing workflow

buffer is touched, it is pinned using cudaHostRegister,
which then allow for faster DMA transfers.

Until the host buffer is fully touched, checkpoints can be
written to the touched or untouched regions as per the per-
formance model described in Section IV-B. However, unlike
the host buffer, checkpoints cannot be written to un-mapped
regions of the device cache, thus checkpoints to the device
cache are blocked until the required amount of memory is
mapped by the device-allocation thread. Finally, if any of
the cache tiers are full with checkpoints, we evict one or
more of the existing checkpoints that have been flushed to
a slower memory tier using a first in first out (FIFO) schedule
to accommodate the next checkpoint.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments on the ThetaGPU HPC testbed,
that consists of 24 Nvidia DGX A100 nodes. Each node is
equipped with 1 TB DDR4 memory (20 GB/s, 8 NUMA
domains), two 64-core AMD Rome CPUs (256 threads), four
3.84 TB Gen4 NVME drives (4 GB/s) and 8 Nvidia A100
Tensor core GPUs (aggregating to a total of 320 GB HBM
memory). The nodes have access to a 10 PB Lustre [38] PFS
that is accessible through a POSIX mount point. On each node,
the 8 A100 GPUs are interconnected with each other using
6 NVSwitches and with the host memory through a SXM4
interface. The peak unidirectional Device-to-Device, pinned,
and unpinned Device-to-Host (and vice versa) bandwidths on
each GPU are 500 GB/s, 25 GB/s and 12 GB/s, respectively.
Two GPUs share the same interconnect to host buffer, which
effectively reduces their Device-To-Host bandwidths during
concurrent access, and also allows for only 4 out of the 8
available NUMA domains to be directly accessible from the
GPUs. To emphasize the cost of node-local cache initialization,
we use a single node consisting of 8 GPUs in our experiments.



B. Compared Approaches

Throughout our evaluations, we compare the following
approaches for initializing the device and the host buffers.

1) Device buffer: We compare the following two ap-
proaches for initializing the device buffer:

Direct allocation: Uses the cudaMalloc API, and
blocks the application’s I/O operations until the reserved buffer
on the device is fully allocated and mapped. While state-of-
the-art HPC checkpoint-restore runtimes such as FTI [27] rely
on checkpointing directly to the host buffer, frameworks such
as PyTorch [3] initialize the device buffer for checkpointing
and/or staging data using this approach. Therefore, we con-
sider this approach as the baseline for comparison against our
proposed approach.

Our approach: As outlined in Section IV-A, this ap-
proach uses CUDAs virtual memory management (VMM)
technique that first reserves virtual address space on the
device and later incrementally maps it in chunks to physical
HBM memory. Incrementing in chunks smaller than 1 GB
results in slower device memory allocation rates. Therefore
we increment the VMM buffer in chunks of 1 GB.

2) Host buffer: For initializing the host buffer, we compare
the following approaches. The notations used in the evaluation
graphs are abbreviated in bold font.

Direct pin (standard allocation and registration):
This approach refers to the standard technique of allocat-
ing pinned memory on the host buffer in using the CUDA
API cudaHostMalloc. Checkpoint-restore runtimes such
as FTI [27] allocate the host buffer using this approach, and
thus we consider it as the baseline representing the current
state-of-the-art host cache initialization approach.

UVM (Unified Virtual Memory): In this approach, we
allocate the collective device and host buffer using a single
UVM call on each process. Since the UVM presents a general
purpose multi-tier memory management approach adopted by
CUDA drivers, it implicitly balances trade-off such as on-
demand page touching, evictions, locality-aware data place-
ment, and transparent interaction between host and device
buffers, and is thus relevant to our use-case.

Incremental memset: This approach corresponds to the
concurrent touch and flush technique outlined in Figure 1.
Default Linux pages of 4 KB are used during allocation, and
the touch operation sets the entire contents of page range to a
default value (0).

Our approach: Lastly, we compare the approach im-
plemented using our proposed design principles (§ IV-A)
as described in Section IV-B. Our optimized approach uses
transparent hugepages of 2 MB, and we incrementally touch
only the first bit of the allocated pages which is enough to
create a physical mapping of entire pages.

C. Evaluation Methodology

For each of the aforementioned approaches (§ V-B), we
evaluate the total checkpoint and restore overheads observed
by the application across all the processes. In our evalu-
ations, we report the time for which the application was

blocked during checkpointing, and blocked for total I/O
(checkpoint+restart) during its complete execution cycle, i.e.
the aggregated checkpointing and restoring time.

We consider the case of two complementary applications
to evaluate our proposal that generate uniform and variable
sized checkpoints respectively. Applications that checkpoint
for revisiting previous states or fault-tolerance, typically pro-
duce checkpoints of homogeneous sizes, primarily because
the same set of critical data structures, or intermediate buffer
is checkpointed. On the other hand, applications that run
data-reduction techniques such as compression and decimation
before checkpointing generate checkpoints of varying sizes.

To evaluate the case of variable-sized checkpoints, we con-
sider a real-life HPC adjoint computation workload- Reverse
Time Migration (RTM) [39], that is extensively used in the oil
and gas industry, specifically for generating subsurface images
from seismic data. In RTM, the forward and backward propa-
gated wave fields are first calculated for a known propagation
model, after which the two wave fields are cross-correlated
in time to form the subsurface image. Since the wave fields
need to be combined at identical propagation times, one of
the wave fields is reversed in time using checkpoint-restore
techniques [40]. The wave fields to be checkpointed can
amount to several terabytes for large-scale production runs,
because of which compression is crucial to mitigate I/O
overheads during transfers.

To study factors such as compute time between consec-
utive checkpoints or restore operations, number of seismic
images (shots) processed per node, and the amount of host
buffer required per process, we design a set of benchmarks
that emulates the behaviour of RTM application based on
the traces (§ V-D) collected from full-scale production run.
While our benchmark performs trivial iterations by sleeping
for the specified compute interval, it generates checkpoints
of the same sizes as observed in the traces, and hence is
representative for demonstrating the effects of our proposed
approach for real-world settings.

Considering the restoration of checkpoints done in reversed
order by the RTM application, we adopt a reverse restore
pattern for both uniform and variable sized checkpoint bench-
marks, such that the checkpoints written during the end of the
checkpoint cycle will be restored and consumed first by the
application. Similar to the state-of-the-art checkpoint-restore
runtimes [30], we enable prefetching in our benchmarks, that
enable the checkpoints to be restored in the near future to
be staged on the device buffer for faster Device-To-Device
transfer when required by the application. However, since
the UVM approach transparently manages prefetching using
CUDA’s density based prefetcher, we do not enable explicit
prefetching in this approach.

We evaluate each of the aforementioned approaches against
two configurations- the first in which the device buffer is large
enough to accommodate all the checkpoints of a given process,
and the second in which the host-cache is large enough to hold
all checkpoints generated by its process. These configurations
are abbreviated as large-device and large-host re-



spectively. For the case of large-device, 32 GB of device
memory (80% of total capacity) is allocated as device buffer,
and since it can contain all the checkpoints, the host buffer
becomes redundant in this configuration. In the large-host
configuration, we allocate 4 GB of device memory (10% of
its capacity) as device buffer and 32 GB of main memory per
process to be used as the host-cache, which when aggregated
across 8 processes constitutes to 25% of total host memory.
Both the large-device and large-host configurations
are representative of the spare memory available during ex-
ecution cycle of the RTM application for low and high-
frequency seismic simulations respectively. Note that VELOC
support asynchronous data movements further from host-cache
to local and remote storage, but we do not consider them under
the scope for our study that aims to ephemerally store the
intermediate checkpoints for short-lived computations. Unless
otherwise noted, the device buffer for large-device and
large-host are 32 GB and 4 GB respectively, and the host
buffer for large-host is set to 32 GB.

D. Shot Traces

In this section, we describe the distribution of checkpoints
sizes and compute intervals for both uniform and variable-
sized checkpoints.

Variable checkpoint sizes: The RTM application com-
presses the intermediate data generated during the forward
pass before checkpointing it. Since it uses lossy compression
techniques, that yield as high as ∼30× compression ratio, the
checkpoint sizes differ not only across different processes, but
also within same process for successive checkpoint operations.
Figure 3a depicts the checkpoint size distribution per process
for 8 representative shots. The aggregated size of each shot
ranges between 20 GB to 24 GB.

Instead of capturing checkpoints after every timestep, to
reduce the I/O, they can be captured after certain number
of timesteps and can be interpolated later when required in
restore phase. Capturing checkpoints after a large number of
timesteps minimizes the required I/O but also reduces the
image quality. However, depending on the size and frequency
of the input shot, the checkpoint capture interval can range
from checkpointing after succesive timesteps to checkpointing
after tens of timesteps have been evaluated. Therefore, we
evaluate for varying capture intervals which are represented
in terms of compute time between consecutive checkpoints.

Uniform checkpoint sizes: Next, we consider the case
when the HPC application performs an even domain decompo-
sition and generates checkpoints of homogeneous sizes, either
by capturing checkpoints in raw form of applying fixed size
output data reduction techniques such as truncating, padding,
etc. Unlike the case of variable-sized checkpoints, in this case
all processes attempt to capture checkpoints at simultaneously,
that leads to contention on device-host memory interconnect
(two GPUs share the same SXM), and the writes made on
the host buffer. We derive the checkpoint size for this class of
applications from the RTM traces, where the size of every
checkpoint is 128 MB, which roughly corresponds to 50

percentile distribution of 1600 RTM shots. We capture 256
checkpoints on each process, which amounts to 32 GB of
checkpoints per GPU.

E. Results

Cache initialization throughput: We first evaluate the
initialization throughput of the device memory by measuring
the time taken to allocate, map and pin 32 GB of device
buffer (80% of HBM capacity) per GPU. We launch multiple
processes such that each GPU is exclusively associated with
a single process. All processes then concurrently initialize
their entire device buffer, which resembles the with concurrent
initialization pattern of real-world adjoint computations. As
observed in Figure 4a, the allocation throughput decreases
with an increasing number of processes. More specifically, we
observe up to 1.2 TB/s initialization rate for a single process,
which drops down to 160 GB/s for 8 processes. Although
every process independently handles the memory allocation
of its local GPU, the CUDA drivers by default enables peer
access of the allocated device buffer, due to which it needs to
sequentially register this memory in all of its peers’ CUDA
contexts for inter-GPU memory access. Thus, we observe that
the allocation rate of the device buffer is inversely proportional
to the number of processes.

For the case of host-cache, we observe no difference in the
allocation and touching throughput on increasing the number
of processes to a maximum of 8 processes (total number of
GPUs on our system). This is due to the fact that we have
a total of 8 NUMA domains, each having their independent
PCIe and cache access lines thereby making allocations and
touches scalable for our system. However, similar to the
case of device buffer the rate of pinning the host buffer
is inversely proportional to the number of processes, that
effectively reduces the overall cache initialization rate for an
increasing number of processes.

As mentioned in Section IV-A, the rate of mapping virtual
to physical memory is 3 GB/s, which is done either during
cache initialization or direct transfers. Therefore, for writing
checkpoints of 128 MB, we do not experience any transfer
stalls if the time between consecutive checkpoints is greater
than 43 ms. Thanks to our incremental device based cache that
acts as an intermediary buffer between application and host
cache, our system enables minimum transfer overheads even
when consecutive checkpoints are issued significantly faster
than the host cache allocation rate.

Checkpointing and overall blocking time of the appli-
cation: Our next set of experiments evaluates the blocking
time per process of the application during checkpoint and
restore operations. The blocking time per process is reported
as the (total blocking time of all processes divided by the total
number of processes).

We first evaluate the case of uniform-sized checkpoints
for the large-device configuration. As observed in Fig-
ure 4b, we observe up to 76% faster checkpointing when
device buffer is allocated using our proposed incremental
CUDA virtual-memory management based approach. Since the
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Fig. 3: Checkpoint sizes per GPU of RTM application running on 8 GPUs (Fig. 3a). Total checkpoint (Fig. 3b) and checkpoint+restore
overhead (Fig. 3c) for variable-sized checkpoints for the large-host configuration.
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Fig. 4: Device allocation rate with an increasing number of processes per node (Fig. 4a). Total checkpoint (Fig. 4b) and check-
point+restore (Fig. 4c) overhead for uniform-sized checkpoints for large-device configuration.

checkpoints consume the entire device buffer, our incremental
cache approach initializes the entire cache before the restore
phase begins, thereby performing restore operations at peak
Device-To-Device bandwidths without any interference from
cache allocation. Additionally, as seen in Figure 4c, the total
application overhead is reduced by up to 63% when using our
approach as compared to initializing device buffer using the
baseline (Direct allocation).

Next, we consider the case of uniform-sized checkpoints
by using the large-host configuration. Figure 5a and
Figure 5b depict the overheads associated with checkpointing
and overall I/O of the application for different compute inter-
vals. On comparing the performance of Direct pin, UVM
and Incr. memset, we observe that the UVM approach
outperforms the other two approaches during checkpoint cycle,
primarily due to on-demand cache initialization as opposed
to the proactive cache initialization adopted by the other
approaches. However, when comparing the overall I/O over-
head, the cost of proactive cost initialization pays off for
the Incr. memset approach, while the UVM still pays
more, if not the same overall I/O overhead as the Direct pin
approach for short compute times. The on-demand overhead
of UVM is amortized by larger compute intervals, which leads
to smaller I/O overheads. Nonetheless, our proposed approach
outperforms the baseline (Direct pin) by up to 12.5× and 7.8×
respectively for checkpointing and checkpoint+restore cycles
respectively. We observe a similar behaviour of the com-
pared approaches for the case of variable-sized checkpoints
as depicted in Figure 3b and Figure 3c. For variable sized
checkpoints, the total checkpointing and checkpoint+restart
overhead is reduced by 16.7× and 9.3× respectively when
using our approach as compared to the baseline.

Comparison of sequential vs. concurrent cache initial-
ization and serial vs. parallel pinning for host buffer: We
next evaluate the impact of concurrency control performance
model by comparing the sequential initialization approach with
the concurrent initialization approach for the case of uniform-
sized checkpoints. We also study the performance implications
of performing serial pinning of the host buffer as compared
to parallel pinning. As outlined in Figure 5c, the sequential
pinning approach performs on average 6.4×, and a maximum
of 8× faster as compared to parallel pinning approach, which
supports our design principle of serially pinning the host-
cache.

Next, we observe that the sequential touching and check-
point writes approach outperforms the concurrent approach for
all compute intervals except the smallest interval of 5ms when
the host buffer is pinned serially. This is because for small
intervals during sequential touching, the forerunner threads do
not get enough time-slices in between checkpoint writes to
touch enough pages for the next checkpoint, due to which
the next checkpoint resort to writing on untouched pages.
As compared to this case of sequential touching, for smaller
compute intervals the concurrent touch and write approach
outperforms the sequential approach by 10%. However, for
larger compute intervals, the sequential touch approach proves
to be on average 43% and a maximum of 2.7× faster as
compared to the concurrent memory touching approach. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed perfor-
mance model that dynamically chooses between the different
optimization techniques to yield the lowest checkpointing and
overall I/O overhead for the application.

Scalability: In our next set of experiments, we study the
scalability of our proposed allocation techniques by increasing
the number of processes on a given node from 1. . . 8 (max-
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Fig. 5: Total checkpoint (Fig. 5a) and checkpoint+restore (Fig. 5b) overhead for uniform-sized checkpoints for large-host configuration.
Impact of sequential vs concurrent touching and serial vs parallel pinning of host buffer for different compute intervals (Fig. 5c).
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Fig. 6: Weak scaling for the total checkpoint (Fig. 6a) and checkpoint+restore overhead (Fig. 6b). Total application blocking time during
checkpoint+restore on increasing the host buffer (Fig. 6c).

imum number of GPUs) for uniform sized checkpoints. For
this experiment, we select a compute interval of 20ms (that
represents the mean checkpoint interval of RTM traces with
similar checkpoint sizes) on the large-host configuration.
Figure 6a and Figure 6b represent the total amount of time a
process process was blocked on checkpointing and the total
I/O (checkpoint+restore). For a single process, our approach
yields 7.6× and 4.7× lower checkpointing and total I/O
overheads respectively as compared to the baseline approach.
As we increase the number of processes to 8, we observe
27.8× and 13.6× lower checkpoint and total I/O overheads
with our approach relative to the baseline. With more number
of processes, our optimizations such as concurrency control to
optimize competition between writes and eager touching, and
lazy sequential pinning contribute more significantly towards
reducing the I/O wait time of the application. This demon-
strates that our approach achieves significant performance
improvements as compared to the baseline even at scale.

Lastly, we evaluate how does our approach performs for
an increasing host buffer per process. As seen in Figure 6c,
our approach outperforms the baseline approach from 4.8×
to 12.4× for various host buffer size per process ranging
from 8. . . 64 GB The results of this experiment indicate that
larger host buffer provide more opportunity for overlapping
cache touching and registration with ongoing checkpointing;
thereby illustrating the effectiveness of our proposed approach
for minimizing the I/O overheads of the targeted set of short-
running applications performing checkpoint-restore at high-
frequencies.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we address the problem of reducing initial-
ization overheads for multi-level checkpointing strategies of

short-lived adjoint computations running on multiple GPUs
co-located on the same HPC node. Unlike state of art ap-
proaches that pay a high initialization cost upfront (map and
pin host memory pages), we propose a new approach that
combines GPU cache optimizations (incremental allocation)
with host cache optimizations (asynchronous opportunistic
touching of the memory pages to reduce pinning overheads)
We implemented a prototype of our proposal based on VE-
LOC, a production-ready multi-level HPC checkpoint-restart
runtime. We ran extensive experiments that compare state
of art approaches with our proposal. Our results show an
average of ∼12× faster checkpointing during the forward
pass (considering and amortized initialization cost) and ∼8×
lower overall I/O overhead when combining the checkpointing
overhead during the forward pass with the restore overhead
during the backward pass. Encouraged by these results, in
future work we plan to explore two complementary directions:
(1) a globally shared host buffer across all GPUs that improves
the overall host memory utilization by reducing fragmentation
(at the cost of higher synchronization overheads); (2) support
for Nvidia GPUDirect storage that enables the use of a third
tier (NVMe based SSDs) in addition to the host buffer.
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